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The retraction syndrome described by Duane in 1905 comprises complete or less often partial absence of abduction, with retraction of the affected eye into the orbit and narrowing of the palpebral fissure on adduction. There is often an upshoot or downshoot of the globe on adduction. On attempted abduction there is usually slight protrusion of the globe with widening of the palpebral aperture.

A familial incidence has been noted in about 10 per cent. of the cases reported in the literature (Duke-Elder, 1964), although in most reports no adequate family investigation appears to have been made.

Familial cases of Duane’s syndrome have been reported by many authors during the past 100 years.†

Also, evidence for “formes frustes” of Duanes’ syndrome in other family members in the form of pareses of oculomotor muscles other than the lateral rectus or of slight narrowing of the palpebral fissure on adduction, has been reported by François and de Vos (1958) and by Orlowski, Krych, and Michniowska-Leonowicz (1961).

Most of the above observations have been confined to single sibships, or to two and occasionally three generations. Duane’s syndrome has occurred as an isolated phenomenon in each of these reports, apart from those of Mein (1968) and Kirkham (1969a) where perceptive deafness was a feature, and Waardenburg (1963) where the Klippel-Feil anomaly was seen in a girl and in her paternal aunt.

The Klipple-Feil anomaly consists of a variety of bony deformities of the cervical spine, usually involving fusion, which appears clinically as a short neck with a limited range of movements of the head and neck and a low posterior hairline.

Present investigations

This paper attempts to elucidate the nature of the genetic factors responsible for the inheritance of Duane’s syndrome and its relationship to perceptive deafness and to the Klippel-Feil anomaly.

Between the years 1949 and 1968, a total of 149,000 new patients with strabismus was seen in the Orthoptic Clinics of the United Sheffield Hospitals; of these only 126 (0.84 per cent.) had Duane’s syndrome. This accords well with the experience of White and Brown (1939), who found that twelve (1.1 per cent.) of their 1,062 patients with strabismus had Duane’s syndrome.
The clinical picture in this condition is known to be variable. Lyle and Wybar (1967) subdivided such patients into three groups according to the degree of involvement of abduction or adduction; for the present study this was not considered important and would have been difficult in view of the many variations seen.

The 126 patients in this series comprised 82 females (65 per cent.) and 44 males (35 per cent.). In the male patients, the syndrome affected the right side in eight, and the left side in twenty-six, and was bilateral in ten. In the female patients the right side was involved in twenty, and left side in fifty, and both sides in twelve. Thus, in all, the right side was involved in 22 per cent., the left side in 60 per cent., and both sides in 18 per cent. of cases.

Detailed family histories were obtained from 94 of these patients who were traced and re-examined. Wherever the possibility of strabismus or deafness existed in a relative, ophthalmic or audiological examinations were arranged. In many of the families there were cases of concomitant strabismus and otosclerosis, but the investigations of others revealed patients with Duane's syndrome or perceptive deafness.

A further eighteen patients replied to a questionnaire, denying the presence of deafness or cervical spine anomalies, and of squint, deafness, or cervical spine anomalies in relatives. The clinical records of the remaining fourteen patients made no reference to the presence (or absence) of deafness or spinal anomalies.

Of the 112 patients for whom clinical information was complete, twelve had perceptive deafness and five had the Klippel-Feil anomaly. Only two patients demonstrated the full triad of Klippel-Feil anomaly, Duane's syndrome, and perceptive deafness.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the pedigrees of the index patients who were themselves deaf or had the Klippel-Feil anomaly, or in which other members of the family were affected by Duane's syndrome or perceptive deafness. In one family a possible instance of the Klippel-Feil anomaly occurred in a female infant who died soon after birth; no post mortem examination was performed. The pedigree of a family affected through five generations with perceptive deafness in which two patients had Duane's syndrome has been reported elsewhere (Kirkham 1969a) and is not included here.
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Discussion

Isolated instances of Duane's syndrome with deafness or the Klippel-Feil anomaly are not unknown. Bielschowsky (1939) described a congenitally deaf-mute girl with bilateral Duane's syndrome, and Mein (1968) mentioned two cases of deafness in her series of 77 patients with Duane's syndrome. In a review of visual defects in deaf children, Stockwell (1952) noted that one female showed absence of the lateral rectus muscles, possibly a case of Duane's syndrome.

Single cases of Duane's syndrome associated with the Klippel-Feil anomaly have been reported by Mau (1924), Magnus (1944), Casellato and Meucci (1957), and Mein (1968). The male patient described by Baumann (1932) who could not turn either eye outwards possibly belongs to this category, as do the female patient of Thomson (1937) with an lateral rectus palsy and the girl described by Latto (1942) with the Klippel-Feil anomaly whose lateral ocular movements were said to be limited.

The association of profound childhood deafness with the Klippel-Feil anomaly is well established; Whetnall and Fry (1964) described three female patients, one of whom had defective vision (Duane's syndrome). Fraser (1964) saw nineteen cases of the Klippel-
Feil anomaly in profoundly deaf children, and other similar cases were reported by Mitchell (1934), Bizarro (1938), Schwarze (1941), Erskine (1946), Bardadin and Siedlanowska (1955), Witzel (1958), and Cohnen (1963).

A girl with the Klippel-Feil anomaly, Duane’s syndrome, and congenital deafness was reported by Wildervanck (1952) and the same triad of signs in two other girls was documented by Waardenburg (1953). The syndrome was given the title cervico-ocular-facial dysmorphia by Franceschetti and Klein (1954) and by Pintucci and di Tizio (1961) who reported further cases. Wildervanck (1960) gave a detailed report of a similar girl who had, in addition, an epibulbar dermoid, and described further incomplete cases of the syndrome which he preferred to call the cervico-ocular-acusticus syndrome. The name “Wildervanck’s syndrome” was suggested by Everberg, Ratjen, and Sorensen (1963) who described radiological abnormalities of the inner ear in a male patient with the syndrome. Further examples of the full syndrome have been described by Bintliff (1965), Wildervanck, Hoeksema, and Penning (1966), Franceschetti, Klein, Brocher, and Ammann (1966), Fraser and MacGillivray (1968), McLay and Maran (1969), and Kirkham (1969b).

It is obvious from this review of the literature that a definite relationship exists between some cases of Duane’s syndrome, perceptive deafness, and the Klippel-Feil anomaly.

Instances of deafness, often congenital, were discovered in relatives of the patients described by Bielschowsky (1939), Franceschetti and Klein (1954), Wildervanck (1960), Wildervanck and others (1966), Franceschetti and others (1966), and Kirkham (1969a). In addition, the brother of the patient described by Franceschetti and others (1966) was said to have had similar deformities of the neck and mouth which resulted in neonatal death. One relative of a patient described by Fraser and MacGillivray (1968) had a short neck and another a speech defect (? profound deafness). Considering these reports, together with the familial cases of Duane’s syndrome mentioned earlier, it is clear that the relationship between Duane’s syndrome, perceptive deafness, and the Klippel-Feil anomaly has a genetic basis.

Wildervanck (1952, 1960) at first considered that the combination of these signs was fortuitous and ascribed the syndrome to the status dysraphicus, but later (1963) concluded that the syndrome was transmitted as a recessive trait. Wildervanck and others (1966) saw evidence of the status dysraphicus (“short necks”, anencephaly, rachischisis) and of deafness among the relatives of their patients with the cervico-ocular-acusticus syndrome, and considered a multi-factorial inheritance to be the most likely explanation. Franceschetti and others (1966), in discussing their familial observation, considered that the triad was inherited as an irregular dominant character with variable expressivity of the responsible pleiotropic gene. Discussing the inheritance of Duane’s syndrome in isolation, Waardenburg (1963) expressed the opinion that an irregular dominant gene effect was responsible. Fraser and MacGillivray (1968) detected chromosomal damage in one of their patients, a girl showing mental deficiency in addition to the full syndrome.

In the present series of 112 patients with Duane’s syndrome, twelve (10.7 per cent.) had perceptive deafness and five (4.4 per cent.) had the Klippel-Feil anomaly. The families of several of these patients included other instances of Duane’s syndrome or perceptive deafness, and in one family a female sibling who died in infancy was said to have shown multiple congenital deformities, including a neck abnormality.

Interpreting these findings in association with those in the literature, it seems reasonable to suggest that Duane’s syndrome, the Klippel-Feil anomaly, and perceptive deafness are inherited as a single gene trait which is manifest in the heterozygote. The gene is incompletely penetrant and exhibits variable expressivity; thus the clinical picture is that of a
gene with pleiotropic effects inherited in an irregularly dominant manner. It is further suggested that the abnormal gene is partly sex-limited, acting on a polygenic background which is modified by sex in such a way that females are more susceptible or males are more resistant to the action of the gene. It is also possible that unknown environmental factors are of importance in modifying the expression of the gene.

In the large groups of isolated cases of Duane’s syndrome, it is possible that some are not genetically determined but are the result of teratogenic agents to which the mother was exposed during pregnancy. Although in this series it has been ascertained that none of the mothers was diabetic and that there was no history of drug-taking or exposure to radiation and no history of rubella or other infections during pregnancy, this does not exclude the possibility of other unknown teratogenic agents.

Patients with Duane’s syndrome in whom there was a history of the mother’s having taken thalidomide during pregnancy have been described by Papst (1963) and Cullen (1967); in these patients abnormalities of the external ear were frequent. A series of five children with congenital ear deformities and deafness of a conductive nature due to atresia of the external auditory meatus was described by Livingstone and Delahanty (1968). These patients showed abnormal ocular movements indistinguishable from Duane’s syndrome combined with weakness of the facial muscles resembling the Moebius syndrome; it is of interest that one of these patients showed the Klippel-Feil anomaly. The clinical features in these patients are so characteristic as to form a distinct syndrome; that thalidomide is not the only cause of this “toxic” Duane’s syndrome is shown by an identical case reported by Warrington (1897). It is interesting that such environmental factors can act in utero to produce abnormal ocular movements indistinguishable from Duane’s syndrome.

Summary

The literature relating to Duane’s syndrome, perceptive deafness, and the Klippel-Feil anomaly is reviewed.

A series of 126 patients showing Duane’s syndrome was studied and instances of perceptive deafness and the Klippel-Feil anomaly were found amongst these patients and their relatives.

It is concluded that the triad of Duane’s syndrome, the Klippel-Feil anomaly, and perceptive deafness is inherited as a dominant condition with variable penetrance and expression. The gene is partially sex-limited and unknown environmental factors are possibly important in modifying its effect.

I wish to thank the Consultant Ophthalmologists of the United Sheffield Hospitals for allowing me to review their patients.

I am indebted to Miss Joyce Mein and the Staff of the Orthoptic Departments without whose help this study would not have been possible.
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